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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

All markets we watch here are in narrow ranges, although I think that is going to change. The main new 

fundamental input we saw this week was the extension of the Ukrainian “Grain Corridor”. That wasn’t 

too surprising, as I have been saying due to the fact that Russia needs to sell its big wheat crop, and 

because Turkey needs to buy the big Russian wheat crop so it can continue dumping Turkish flour on the 

world market, both crooks would form a deal. To appear less blood-thirsty, Russia has offered to donate 

some fertilizer stuck in Rotterdam (due to sanctions), and Turkey will donate some heavily subsidized 

wheat flour, and the USA will continue funding the World Food Program, paying for Ukrainian wheat 

going to the poorest countries in Africa. Everybody wins, except for the Ukrainian population’s power-

grid and infrastructure destruction due to incessant Russian shelling. 

The 11-week Closing Table shows at first glance doesn’t look too scary; wheat weakened a bit this week, 

while corn and beans were a little firmer. HOWEVER, further study shows Chgo Z wheat set a new Red 

Number, just above $8.00, and SO WILL KC July, now just above $9.00, due to the old red number rolling 

off the table. You guys know I’m generally more bearish than I’m bullish, so this won’t be much of 

shock…I expect we’re on the verge of seeing a lot of new red numbers. 

 Dec 

HRW 

July ‘23 

HRW 

 Dec 

corn 

July ‘23 

corn 

Chgo 

wheat 

Springs Jan’23 

soybean 

N ’23 

Soybean 

Crude 

oil 

S&P 

CLOSE KWZ22 KWN23 CZ22 CN23 WZ22 MWZ22 SF23 SN23 CRD22 ES22 

11/18 $9.34 $9.11 $6.68 $6.63 $8.03 $9.52 $14.28 $14.42 $80.37 $3974 

11/11 $9.44 $9.29 $6.58 $6.58 $8.14 $9.46 $14.50 $14.60 $88.16 $4000 

11/04 $9.53 $9.40 $6.81 $6.82 $8.48 $9.55 $14.62 $14.78 $91.45 $3780 

10/28 $9.25 $9.19 $6.81 $6.81 $8.29 $9.45 $14.00 $14.20 $87.90 $3911 

10/21 $9.48 $9.40 $6.84 $6.84 $8.51 $9.62 $14.05 $14.23 $85.05 $3764 

10/14 $9.52 $9.40 $6.90 $6.91 $8.60 $9.54 $13.93 $14.13 $84.65 $3598 

10/07 $9.69 $9.51 $6.83 $6.87 $8.80 $9.68 $13.79 $14.02 $91.35 $3653 

09/30 $9.92 $9.54 $6.78 $6.78 $9.22 $9.82 $13.76 $13.93 $78.72 $3602 

09/23 $9.51 $9.32 $6.77 $6.76 $8.81 $9.49 $14.32 $14.37 $78.25 $3709 

09/16 $9.35 $9.21 $6.77 $6.78 $8.60 $9.39 $14.55 $14.54 $84.75 $3890 

09/09 $9.29 $9.16 $6.85 $6.84 $8.70 $9.28 $14.18 $14.21 $85.75 $4067 

09/02 $8.78 $8.69 $6.66 $6.67 $8.11 $8.91 $14.25 $14.27 $85.90 $3925 
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Wheat, the most affected commodity, moved lower. Even though Russian and Ukrainian wheat are 

mainly Hard Red Winter, “Chgo wheat” sometimes represents “world wheat”, and Chgo’s 11c price drop 

settled Chgo Dec wheat just above “Nine Bucks”. This is a Chgo Z wheat chart, which to me looks like a 

50c drop is coming, down to the August post-harvest lows: 

 

If Chgo wheat has a 50c downdraft coming, don’t think KC will be immune. Last week we spent some 

time looking at KC wheat – Chgo wheat, with this weekly long-term KC – Chgo, and I stated KC at a 

$1.35/bu premium is expensive. This is the updated weekly chart…KC settled at +131 Friday… 
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We recommended selling our 22/23 crop year wheat a long time ago but have only felt comfortable 

with selling 25% of the newly planted new-crop wheat because it’s been so very dry. Unfortunately, the 

weather situation hasn’t changed much, although it hasn’t been a complete shutout, and I suspect most 

of Oklahoma looks pretty good. Last week’s rain was spotty… 

 

And this week’s forecast looks very dry … 
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BUT…this updated KC July shows the old red number of $8.69 from 9/02 rolled off the table, making 

Friday’s close of $9.11 a NEW RED NUMBER. I am not going to recommend selling more new-crop 

wheat, but…this chart says…more than likely, new red numbers are coming. Getting through $9.00 

won’t be very easy, unless I’m right about the 50c drop coming to Chgo wheat. KC July here: 

 

I think the KC July wants to move towards the $8.50 area. This article from the Great Bend Tribune says 

the new-crop wheat is probably still surviving https://www.gbtribune.com/news/business/early-cold-

and-wheat-plant-damage/ 

I also said sell your corn; last week’s dime bounce has not changed my mind. Z corn here: 

 

I think a test of $6.50 corn support is coming, and I don’t know what the outcome will be of that test. 
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Corn Export inspections FINALLY had a good uptick, (twice as much inspected as previous week) and 

probably helped corn rally a dime last week, BUT you can see corn still lost ground on the remaining 

export pace needed to hit the current USDA corn export forecast. Bean exports slipped a bit, but the 

pace still looks good. Wheat…omega. That’s the worst week of wheat loadings in the past 2 years for 

sure, and maybe longer than that. 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(11/03/22) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season 

(FGIS) 

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 19.1 194.2 60 206 2,150 1944 42 46.3 

Soybeans 68.3 539.8 30 545 2,045 1500 42 35.7 

All wheat 2.8 364.0 45 385 775 390 28 13.9 

Milo 0.1 8.7 5 10 175 165 42 3.9 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 9.1 175.1 60 185 2,150 1965 43 45.7 

Soybeans 95.2 470.8 30 476 2,045 1569 43 36.5 

All wheat 6.7 361.1 45 381 775 394 29 13.5 

Milo 0.2 8.6 5 9 175 166 43 3.9 

 

Importantly, and again, probably helped corn’s dime rally, were corn export Sales of 46 million bu, 

almost exactly the weekly pace needed for the rest of the year. Beans sales of 111 million bu were great. 

Wheat sales of not quite 11 million bu were not great. 

There was some USA business sold to Iraq, besides the usual (but welcome) biz to Japan, Taiwan and 

Mexico. The thing about the Iraqi biz it was spring wheat, instead of the usually HRW, but springs are 

cheaper than winters… although you can see the Mpls Z – KC Z shows KC futures trying to correct that 

situation, by falling to a 20c discount to the MGEX: 
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Another thing making me want to sell corn is Crude oil testing assumed “solid” support as well. This is 

the weekly continuous Crude Oil chart. I’m not sure the European “price cap” on Russian oil will work (I 

doubt it will, actually). This chart is a bit of a two-edged sword, as falling Crude prices would be expected 

to lead to lower ethanol prices, which would negatively impact corn futures, although…falling crude 

prices could lead to cheaper diesel costs. 

 

 

Bio-diesel from soybeans adds to the mix…and this bean chart shows why I’ve sold “my” wheat, and 

“my” corn, but…still hanging onto most of “my” beans, although…beans were down 22c for the week: 

 

If we get a new red line, I’d sell a chunk of those beans I’m sitting on… 
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Gulf HRW bids responded to losing the Iraqi biz by dropping 20c: 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
11/18/2022 155 155 0  
11/11/2022 175 175 0  
11/4/2022 175 175 0  

10/28/2022 180 180 0  
10/21/2022 180 180 0  

 

And while that didn’t affect these posted country bids, one day…if we ever get some rain, those Gulf 

bids could be important again. I said “could”, not “will” … but who knows, things might return to normal 

one day. It’s at least a possibility. 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

11/18 $8.54-$9.04 $8.84 $8.79-$8.84 $8.69-$8.79 $9.14-$9.54 

11/11 $8.64-$9.14 $8.94 $8.89-$8.94 $8.79-$8.89 $9.24-$9.74 

11/04 $8.73-$9.23 $9.03 $8.98-$9.03 $8.88-$8.98 $9.33-$9.83 

10/28 $8.45-$8.95 $8.75 $8.70-$8.75 $8.60-$8.70 $8.85-$9.55 

10/21 $8.68-$9.18 $8.98 $8.93-$8.98 $8.83-$8.93 $9.08-$9.78 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

11/18(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -20, +20 

11/11(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -20, +30 

11/04(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -20, +30 

10/28(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -40, +30 

10/21(Z) -80, -30 -50 -55, -50 -65, -55 -40, +30 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

11/18(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

11/11(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

11/04(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

10/28(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 

10/21(Z) -25 -25, -15 -46, -12 -49 
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Finishing up before we head into Thanksgiving, where most studies say “the price of a Thanksgiving meal 

is up 20% this year”… 

Australia is working on new varieties of “heat tolerant” wheat, although this article does NOT mention 

GMO wheat. https://www.graincentral.com/cropping/breeding-program-to-improve-heat-tolerance-of-

wheat/  

If I was a wheat breeder, GMO would be the ONLY wheat varieties I would be working on. I’d try to grow 

100 bu/ac dryland wheat, and throw in a “health gene” too, MAYBE something to increase soluble fiber, 

which…has the potential to increase “gut health”. In general, dietary fiber is good for you, although 

soluble fiber is different from insoluble fiber. This article is basic, but helps point out the 

difference:https://www.healthline.com/health/soluble-vs-insoluble-fiber  

Anyway, I personally think what’s most important is increased yield to the producer…100 bu/ac dryland 

wheat, BUT to hit that goal, GMO might be necessary, which…would at least initially…decrease USA 

wheat exports, as some countries, no matter what, are never going to want a GMO wheat. UNLESS, 

maybe… it had a true, provable human health benefit. And even then, it will be plenty controversial…Bill 

Gates, who is one of the biggest landowners in the United States (270,000 acres says AP News 

https://apnews.com/article/fact-check-bill-gates-blackrock-788010130032,) is pro GMO, as he thinks it 

will reduce world hunger. Unfortunately, even though he’s a jillionaire, he doesn’t really know 

everything about wheat, as here in this very recent article, speaking to Kenyans, Mr. Gates says: “every 

piece of bread I have ever eaten is from GMO-modified wheat”.  

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/health/health-science/article/2001461011/there-is-nothing-harmful-

about-gmo-bill-gates 

 

And that relates to Mexico wanting to only buy non-GMO corn from the USA, which…is plenty 

controversial itself, and some USA farmers believe Mexico can do that.https://non-

gmoreport.com/articles/mexico-plans-to-buy-non-gmo-corn-from-the-u-s-other-countries-as-it-moves-

ahead-with-gmo-ban/ 

 

Obviously, I’m in the other camp. 

 

I wish you a great and Happy Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving, more than any other holiday, revolves around 

family and food, and without you growing that food, we’re all in trouble. 

 

Stay Safe, and I think the best way to do that is…Slow Down! 

See ya.  
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